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          Ethical and sustainably sourced. Hand knitted in Great Britain. Free shipping available. Shop Now
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          WHAT WE LOVE
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                   CLAUDIA JONES 


                   

A 100% British Wool bubblegum knit with a deep ribbed funnel neck. This jumper has the signature janeyB deep ribbed cuffs and waist to elongate and slim the arms & waist. 



We have created a  pattern forming fun bubble like bobbles all over the sweater. This will look great in the office or out to play.




£275.00
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          QUIET LUXURY

     

    Trends Talk - Style Gently Whispers
Quiet luxury is the antithesis of fast fashion, promoting mindful shopping and investing in timeless pieces of pure quality. This contrasts sharply with the logo centric obsession that dominate fashion in recent years. Quiet luxury takes a more minimalistic chic approach to styling your look. 
Beautifully handmade pieces in luxury British Wool that exude an heirloom like quality.
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          CHUNKY KNITS
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                    DESIGNED & MADE BY WOMEN FOR WOMEN

                    "When we engage in fiber arts, we are creating something, but we are also participating in historic traditions tens of thousands of years old. You are not only making art for your soul and for future generations, you are embodying the work of our ancestors."
 - The Woven Road -


    Our Story 
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                OUR TEAM

                The need for highly skilled hand knitters declined with mass produced machine knitwear becoming more profitable. At janeyB we aim to preserve this beautiful craft by bringing it into the current fashion realm. Nostalgia for knitting isn’t the drive, it’s the unrivalled skill and passion for the craft.

                 Read More 
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                OUR MISSION

                With the fashion industry placing huge importance on source and origin, our team collaborates closely with manufacturers across the United Kingdom. We hope that you love janeyB knitwear as much as we do. We want you to enjoy our beautiful hand knits and to have the best possible shopping experience.

                 Read More 
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                OUR PROMISE

                We want to help eradicate the damage done to our environment that fast fashion reaps on our planet. We will try to make sure that your buying experience is the best experience for you. We believe in sustainability and longevity of our knits so if you damage your janeyB, we will always try to repair it for you.   

               Read More 
     
            

        

    




        	
        		
                    BRITISH HERITAGE

        			Heritage is about preserving traditional techniques, we believe these skills should be celebrated.
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                    BRITISH YARNS

        			Luxury yarns from British livestock that are mixed, spun and dyed by British spinners and dyers.
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                    BRITISH KNITTERS

        			Every style is expertly knitted by skilled British hand knitters using yarn and two knitting needles.
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    SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER


    Sign up to the janeyB newsletter and receive 10% off your first order! We'll also keep you up to date with the latest news and promotions.


         Subscribe Now 
                                            
                                                  
                                                  
    

          
              
                  
                  
                  Knitwear by janeyB
janeyB Studio, 93 Weston Road
Stafford, Staffordshire 
ST16 3RS
United Kingdom

Telephone: 0744 614 8063
International: +44 744 614 8063
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